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THE "LANGUAGES" (?,F MEDIA AM

THE CULTIVATION OF MENTAL SKILLS2

Gavriel Salomon
. ,

Introduction

For a couple of Years now I have been disturbed by the discrepancy

between coon impressions of media's potentials and dangers, partly

supported by mass copmunication .research; and the cumulative poor yield..

of media research in education. There are of course obvious, even trivial

findings, that show that when an educational program is propelled by a

high-powered technology, say television, then=-compared with a failing

program or system=it makes an Mutational differenCe. This is trivial

because it proves the obvious: Compare aneight_cylinder car with a mule,

the former will always be "better." But what happens when you compare one

kind of a car with another, equally powerful one?

As far as research on media is concerned, the answer in Schramm's'

words is that while all media can teach very effectively "learning seems to

be affected more by what is delivered than by the delivery system" (Schramm,

1977, p. 273). Similar conclusions ate reached by Oettinger and Zapol (1971),

Jamison, Suppes and Wells (1974), Olson (1974a) and Leifer (1976).

This, of course is a rather diicouraging conclusion. While it is

2. The research reported here was supported bf grants from the American
Psychological Foundation and froi the .Spencer Foundation. The preparation
of this paper and a book that expands`Drthevtopicscovered here was made
poisiblb by aspeCial'grant from the Spencer Foukaation.
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1true that rhetoric concerning media has outstripped observed effects, we
4

maristill feel that media potentially entafi mctethan has met'the research-
.

er t
s yes., Indeed, here and there you could halIe heard a few voices in

A'

-

. --
. ,

the darkness that have repeatedly claimed that there's something urong,with
.

-

our research assumptions and questions (e.g., Knowlton, 1964; Hielke, 190;

Salomon & Snow, 1968; Salbton, 1974a; Olson, 1974a,b)-,

RTe such claim is that,media are not to,be conceived of as invariant,

discrete entities. While .it Ys appropriate r6 deal vith a tedium as a

total;Pnvariant system from a sociological, economic or political point
. .

- - '. i. .

of view, it is inappropriate from aucationil-psychological ones. A medium
-- . . -

per se' does not interact.as an invariant system with learners' aptitudes so
_ _

.
.. --:=,

. . ,_
.

that the learning---of same is facilitated but not that of others. Neither
. --. .

does a whole medium, regardless of internal Vatiations, make the acquisition
_

. ,
.

s .

of" some kind of knowledge "better" than another. Rather, something withii
. ,

the mediated stimulus, possib ly shared las° by other media, and perhaps only

a potentiality to be realized, makes the presented information bore

comprehensible or,memorized by some learners in same tasks.

A second claim is that media have the potentiality of P4ckaging,

structuring and shaping information in different ways. These ways, however,

have little direct relation to.tecifology (althaugh;technology.affordi them).

And assuming.this is the possiblethough often overlooked--case, media can

hardly be considered as being only alternative routes io thesame fixed

ends.

If some media, under some conditiong, have some unique characteristics,,
:-

then also unique learning outcameg- can'be expe cted (Salomon, 1974a). First,

they can serve different learners. Secondly, thet may serve different
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learning taskss But 'EASt ±MpOre;TafY, they y serve different educational
.

. .

ends altogether. Olson (19740 addressed
.

.
.

elf to this point:
.

.

,

"Pergaps the function of the new media is not primarily
,------, 4w, P that -of providing more effectiv means forconveying the

kinds.of information evolved in he'last five huzidred
years of g book or literate cul ure, but rather*that of
using the new mediias a means of exploring and representing

1 our experpnce in ways that parplel those involved in that
' literate culture. In this sen , media are not to be

consideied exausively as aeanto preset ends but
' -father as means for recons;ruiig those ends in the

light of the media of expresii4n-and communication"
(p 8)

Considering media's potential characteristics as serving a diVersity of new

ends should force us to overlook their common outcomes, and focus instead

on the different functiOnS that such characteristics couldserve.

The ever present "non-significant difference in media `research

could lead us to dismiss media as insignificant delivery systems, which are

but over-sized and expensive postal -Services. But findings from mass com-

munication (e.g., Xatz, et al. 1974; Comstock, er al. 1978). suggest that

such an approach is unwarranted. Alternatively, we could try to identify

the very es ence of media, take wtheoretical view at it, and study more

systematically its unique psychological land educational import. My present

paper'is an attempt to outline such an approach.

The focus of interest in media

Technology, the very base of media, makes of course a large difference

in learniLgt alas o trivial implications. 'It.is true that tetevision-
,-

broadcasts do not permit on-the-spot interactions between learner and screen

teacher, Indeed, to the extent that such interactions are necessary for a

particular learner struggling with some domain of content; television will

be less effective than a lively discuision. But then, what elsd is new?

t

4
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Andw6t-does this teach us about the potentiil upiqueness of the medium?
/ ,-

Cohtent is .certainly of heat importance in learning. But its
,
relation

to media is quitepoor. If.learning geometry is facilitated by graphic

representations it is not because these can' not be -replaced by,.say, verbal

descrlptions. They can, and hence the content of the two modes of presentation

would, by and large, be similar. It-is not the content that differentiates

between the two.. Similarly, the effects of aggressive television programs

coup1Mot be attributed only to theiD contents or easy accessibility. We

can -be safe in assuming, that_holding everything constant and only replacing
, .

.

the presentipodes of presenting such programs with a narrator, would not

resul in the same (earning outcomes.

.

My argument is that the class of media Characteristics which is both.

generic to them and which may be of potentially great relevance to fearning,

is, the way in which media select, highlight, Structure and present information---

in other words, their "langilages" or ymbol systems.

For the Sake of br ity I will not dwell on the large question of what

. symbol systems are on' how the symbol systems of the media difTerentiate

between ths r on how they.relate to the symbol.systems of religion,

'myth or t subconscioug. The interested reader miy find some illuminating

discusIions in the writings of Cassirer, Susan Ian er, Goodman, Eisner and-

others. It woUldfbe enough for the'developmentAf y case to understand
4

symbol systems as sets of elements, such as words or musical notes,that

are interrelated' within each system by syntactical toles or conventions,
. , .

. .

and are used in speCifiable ways in relation to fields of reference (Gardner,
.

..-
..

1977 }. Thug the table of chemical elements together with the laws of

chemical combilLa tioii, mathematics, visual art, music, language, film, etc.
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are all symbol sptems (Perkins & Leondar, 1977)1

Some symbol systems, such asilanguage or Pictorial renderings pre more
gr

elementary, or primary, their others. Most of the symbol systemas we encounter--

inpaps, books,-pocket calculators or television --have been d.el.!..vel from the

more primary ones, thus they-often share coding elements: consAtei film
.!

and painting, both sharing non- notational dense characteristics, origeogx ophic

maps and statistical Szall,Space Analyses.
.

°w

Te chnology often plays'a vital iole in developing new symbol systems
'

ormore often--new combinations and blends of "old".symbol systems. Film

started out as photographed theater but as its technologyldevelsped, new

modes of expression and communication could be developed. These entail

7-
coding elements ranging from the.zoominecameta fo.the "spatializing of

4

time" (for a recent detailed analysis of film'i languages" see Kyrup,-1977).

,

Thus, while technology has, as pa, hayc argued, only trivial direct effects*

on learning, whatever Important contribution it may have, is through the

symbol systems and their blends that it affords.

Before further developing my case let me point but that I donot wish

to equate a medium with any symbol system (hepce, the medium is not the

message . . .), nor to ignore the simple fact that a medium entails more

4 .

than modes of presentation. My point i& that from among the many - classes

of attributes that characterize amedium, its symbol systems may .be the most

la_
important (but also as yet the most ignored) one.

.

Implied her is the assumption that a medium has at its disposal

. numerous symbol sysLms but that some of them (or their Combinations).aie

more. generic to the medium than others. (Television c6uld.broadnast printed

material but that would not constItute a proper use of what is available to

it.) Any insfahce oT medium use can entail more or can. entail fewer coding

4

.1

1
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elements that uniquely and geiterically characterize it. Hence the great

.

variation within a medium. In what follows, however
1) Istry in focus'on

the tore unique` Ncoding elements of media which I treat as potentia113.

available to them, rather than as invariant constantly-present ones. °

Thus, whep Gambrich (974) writes that thrall& language one can inform of
o .N

future, -past or present conditional,but logically verifiable events, he
.

speaks of the potential of language. Obviously, not all kinguistic

.statements capitalize on this potentiality (see also Olson, 1977a on the

differe4ce between text and utterance)
\

Three premises underly the examination of communication media tin terns

4

of their symbol systems. First,media are cultural apparati for gathering,

storing, and conveying information, feelings and' experiences in repre-

sentational forms. Representation, as distinguished from "raw" experience,

is always coded within some symbol system, whether it is a verbal-statement

of fact o,'a work of visual art. Writes Susan Langer (1967):

"As literal language owes its greatintellectualizing
poker and ibs usefulness for communication to the
relative simplicity of its logical structure, so the
non-discursive structure of artistic presentation
prevents art from ever being a symbolism which can be' -
manipulated by general rules to make significant
compositiont, but at the same time is the secret of -

its,gxeat potentiality. Its elements areall
appearances which reflect the patterns of our
organic and emotional tensions so ostenkively that
people are not even aware ofspeaking fiihatively when
they speak of "space tensions," the "tension" between
two dance paitners, or oven between two unrelated events
in.a poetic worls.,(p. 104).

1

Secondly, media's symbol systems are compleTly related to cOgnition

in ways whieare not too clearly explicated. Decieur and,Ball-Rokeach

(1975) conceive of communication, as the "isomorphism between the internal

reeponses.(meanings) to a'given set of symbols on the part of both sender
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and receiver" (pi 126), As Anatol Rapoport writes:

"Symbolism is not something that happens
conditioning happens to-a dog). Symboli.
ian does. 'It embodies the entire gamut
life.. It is the modeof his mental life

to man (as
sm is something'

f-man's mental
(1965, p. 99).

Sinte cognition involves activities of knowing, organizing, transforming
,

-and using knowledge,' and as these are accomplished through internal symbolic

representations, the examination of the relations hetweenssymbol systems

and cognition
.

becomes inescapable.. Finglly, learning is a cognitive.'

process. Lt is mediated by knowledge and experience tht is already

coded through the symbol systems of me dia. We learn as StOddard has
1

commented, IA from_ what we are doing, but from thiaking about what we're

doing. (1970 similarly, argues that a child_does not internalize

actions, s,Piaget claims. Rather he internalizes:the information,

(of ten:a(often,aljready coded) that the actions yield. fn this way, then, media's

symbol s stems, cognitive, rocesses, and learning appear to be interrelated

in impor nt ways. The focus of thig paper is on thesg interrelation's

and dome of their potentialities.

-While these premises may make great sense, we would still need to ask

whether differences among symbol systems (whet-Tier generic to media or not)

are correlated with differences of information processing and learning.

Da symbol systems pl differential role'in cognition and learning?

WeLcould eas .y fall into the trap of translating an observable

distinction, into an assumed pSychologiCal difference, A similar issue was

raised by Edward Sapir, and"latet on by Brown (1958) with reference to

onomatopeic words, that is--words that are linguistically distinctive by

their phonetic-symbolism, (.g.,,b1OXtle, he buzz of the bee). ,Only after

I
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evidence was marshalled to show that Such words have universal psychological,

correlates (they.comffiunicate meaning, even to a person who doesn't know the
'

e

specific language)c--cduld the onomatopeic class of Words be accepted as.

Ma

"making a difference."

1

, 1There are a few recent lines of research in which some structural

characteristics of.a medium (usually television) are identified and their

relationships to cognition and _learning investilated-(e.g., Atkin,& Wood,

1976; Singer, Tow&r, Singer & Biggs, 1977; Tannenbaum & Zillman, 1975;
A

.

Huston -Stein & Wright, 1977)., Scattered research on other media also points .

to differences in comprehension and_learning which can be attributed to the .

structural elements of media, such as maps (Salomon, 1968; Feldmar, 1970),

pictures,(for summary see PreSsley,'1977),.or paintings (Gardner, 1972)
. /

Thus, there is some empirical evidence'to suggest that components of

media symbol systems- relate to cognition in a.number of ways. Indeed,.this

is agreed upon, 6/en'taken for granted, by philosophers (e.g., Linger-, 1942;

Goodman,.1968), aestheticians (e.g.,.Gombrich, L974), historians of

technolbgy and science (e.g., Ferguson, 1977) and art educators (e.g.;

Eisner, 1978).-

But the assumption that the symbol systems of media play a gignificanE

role in Cognition is not commonly agreed upon by cognitive psychologists.

Some cognitive psychologists either ignore it (e.g., Neisser, 1970 or

reject the notionaltogether__(e.g., Norman & Rumelhart, 1975). Similarly,

research dote within the Piagetian tradition, sidesteps the question of

communication's syMbOl systems. As that line of research focuses on

universal achievements, which are not related to any specific environmental
. .

situation and medium, other developpepts which may be,more specifically
. . . .

.

culture-medium-, and technology-bound are left out (Feldman, 19(8). Pluetian

10.

4
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. - research deals with the development of only one mode of Cognition-. that..

which figures in ogico-rational 'reasoning and the operations, specified''

#
by naget bear upon the manipulation of real,objects that lead to the

internalization of the operations. Hence, die manipulation of the'

-Cultural, SymboliC .environment is left oUf (01Son, 1973).
-

The case is somewhat different with recent developments in psycho-

. .

Much research on. the Cognitive aspects of language has been,

guided by the overall assumption that there is 0 lawful correspondence

between thesyntactic structure of language and cognitive processes.

Syntactically different sentences are said to undergocertain tiansformational

piocedures in order to arrive at scommon deepstrudtures where meaning-is

then given-to them. Much elpirical,suiport'was given to the hypotheses

deriyed from this .theory (e.g,, Miller & McKean, 1974; Sivin& Petchonock,

1965) to demonstrate the psychological reality of litguistic transformational

.rules.. Biowever, later empirical evidence and certain logical inconsistencies'

in the arguments no longer provide unequivocal support for this hypothesis.

For instance, not all passive sentences require more processing time than

active ones:" As pointed out by Bower in reference to story comprehension

(1977).4.4d byoViers with respect to sentence comprehension (e.g., Winograd,

1972) semantic features, 'rather than sS7ntactic,'are major carriers of

information. Hence there is little point (in studying the.syntactic;symbolic
.

structures- of language. Olson,(19,77a) a gues that in 'effec't there are large
oG I

(
,

I k

differences between oral speech ("utter e) and written Isnguage ("text"Y
,

-. . .

,

Whereas meaning is tq be found'ip the interaction between sentence and user
,

4

in utteranses, it can be found in the structure of the sentences themselves
. i ,

\
, f --,

..
. ,

in texts, This distinction suggests that utterance and textare.both
. .

., .

structurally and psychologic'aIly
.

somewhat different symbol systems. It also
z . .

. ..
O
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sugges4s apossible resolution of the, conflict between the syntactic and

semantitl ordentations in cohtempor;ary psychollngnistica.
\'.*. ..

There is'auother important' relationship between language and
I ',

.

.

cognit!ionr *ft is. the issue Of.language-and thought: Grossly oversimplified,
-,. \

the issue concerns the quastiom of whether language becomes afto01 of thought

(Vygotzy, 1962; Luria, 1954), or 'whether it reflects thought and develops in

- .

correlation with it (e.g., Carrol, 1974). Since thii question is of central

importance to us deal with it Ili:more detail later on.

Note'that research in psycholinguistics is generally- restricted to

Johe,symbol system. Though much Can be learned frod it about the cognitive

aspects of one symbol system, weare still left with the question as to

how,' if at all, and why do symbol,systems in general differentially relate
. .

and learning.. I turn therefore to a theoretical examination of

qhestion. This will lead me to a number of temporary propo-
.

to cognition

this verall

4tions and hypotheses, followed Wempirical studies.

Aspectt of content

- Ina little known American short story a seeing person tries to explain

to a blind person what 'tree is.' "Red," he says, "is soft, it'S warm.",

,

"(40.." says the blind person, "You mean that.red-.is velvetV! The attempt

o explain the co cept "red" turned I imloA frustrating experiete. Somehow,
.

.,. 0
, .

.

something in the alitS, of that color (or, in effect, any celdr) could not-
. I'

be successfully-rendered verbally. The linguistic symbol system can be
,

quite accurate inrufing'out alternative's-- "Give, me the tiiilt red object

with the blue-toyer which is three inches to your right." But it fails to

render the c

(-

ritical q alities of acolor.
'

Ina recent study conducted ly Meringoff (1978) children were either

A

-4
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read a Story or exposed to the identical 4storY told and 'cliamatized :over

e ,
television. 'When asked to retell' the story,,Oildren of the'.television

_ . ' , r
.

,

group elicited betterecallof story actions.6most'of which have ban seen
.

On the screen) while children frog the bobk-story grou

verbal information provided 4thin,the story" based

-'w , 7 ,,, .

knowledge. Altholigh these findings appear to be: 'quite simple, they high-
.

. 1 A',

11#ht a very important difference between symbol ems: Different' symbol

1,

SY0tems address themselves to different aspects of -the net!: or symbOlic

"

ore upon.

stored:general

world, and present these while excluding others. -A caricaturistic.piciorial

.---.-

depiction of a pq.itical'figffre renders some qUalities which are also
10

.. . &
rendered by a photograph of his; but each them also renders unique

.

aspects (Perkins, 1973). Heider and Olivier (1972), studied the codibility
4

4

of colors across languages, and-concluded that visual memor plays-an

important roftc4n recognizing colors. They int\erpreted the results to mean

that ylsual memory is-more appropriate for the'specific attributes of coprs

and is less affected by the distortions and biases imposed by language.

S.

I,

.

, ,--

This, then, leads me to the first proposition: symbol systems differ from
.

,

* . -. -
-
each other as to the aspects of events, ideas And phenomena Which they can

.0.
9 ,a .

choose fo kepri-sent and the ones they leave out.

This doesinot mean, however, that the s

mutually exclusive in terms of what they can

over a number .o; instances, but it will. have

'represents its most generic capes.

within a Medium ena across media cam

yMbOl-systems of)Medie'are

render: A medium "spreads"

a central tendenCy which

It follows that "neighbori4,"inst#nces' .

render more similar aspects of the world,

i.e.,,Fore similar contents, than more distal media. Thus, e.g., film and

television can render more similar"

maps. 'Still, even in our.lat'ter ex

- . -

spects of content than,. says, film and.

, there f7i11 he overlaps of the

4

1

at.
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contents.which ca be presented'by the two.medi.

I s
' Ali

1! Cognitive-representations '
4

.
) ..

'''''

Overlap of rendered contents"#es not imply equal quality of rendition.
x

- . .
.

el'Dairy experience tells us that some.symbol systeps.are bett suited to-

.

carry particular contents than Others. The motorist, being unsatisfied'

with 'd verbal deAciption, asks for another bymbol system, a map, which he
,

.feels serves better thepurpoA of'guiding his driving. A small child will

misuse the medium of drAwing when asked to represent a colllsion betweeen

two cars, and use the pencil and Paper to symbolically re- enact the

process. Drawing, for him, is a relatively poor ILdi through which to

express the quality of movement. Indeed, the intuitive.experience that

some media can better represent some contents than others was very much at

the base of the many intermedia coipatisonst.

But.what does it mean that one medium is "better able"to represent

some aspects of content than another? If one medium_has the means to rgpre-

sent a particular aspect while another does not, -then the answevis self-
r 4

evident* Pictures cannot inform us of conditional events or causee,as

they do not entail in their syMbolsystem any logical connections, equivalent

to "if," "nevertheless," "beca'use," br ,"not." Similarly, graphs are better

capable of rendeting mathematical relatfons between variables than, say

music, because the latter does not erlailifa its symbol system any code

which handles such relations.
.

.
,

.

There are, however, media, that have the symbolic eapat,ility of rendering
. 1

qualities that other media'can also represent. Films try sometimes to capture

-tht content of a novel and a verbal direction is given to a potoriot,4n the

,abSence of a map. The "roots" of a family can be w erbally described or
/

presented via a "family,Itree," and students in schools -are asked to enact

/
.

, .14,1: .!
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0art event; they q read. But why dove get idle feeling that all symbol

Systems, even when representing the samecontent, are not equally well suited,

to communicate that content?

--'
i .. .

One way to answer this-quesriot.is by looking at the "redemblanceh
,, .

between the presented and the represented..,Pne could argue that a symbol

system that "resembles'' more tbe'referent, or. copies it more accurately, can

"bettee_convey-ii. Gombtich (1974) suggests' that Phturea should be

tanked according to the "amount of information about the prototype that
. .

hey encode.". Gw-idner, Hosiard anePerkins (1914)1claid that "the information

a symbol conveys is taken to be the ropertiesoT the referent that cat'be
'

. ,

4

inferred from the symbol." This in turn implies' the existence of "imitative"

informing, as when "a property of the symbol implies the very same property
1;..

of its referent."

However, "resemblance" is an ambiguous term. There, are different ways
.-

of "resemblance." Moreover, many of the events and entitieSto be represented

by a symbol system are either symbolix themselves, or have no physical
$,

dimension's to which a symbol can be fesemblad. ''Can the word "freedom" be

said to resemble to a larger or smaller extent-the-quality of life to which

,.'
.

it-refers? In what ways abes. the.table of Chemical elements resemble the-
t .

nVlements more (or less) than their verbal description.? And why do the
1k

. .
. ;

subjects it the Jones (1966) experiment have-leas difficulty complying with

the instruction "Mark the numbers 3, 4, 7, and 8," ihatlwith,"Mark all the
. ;.

'.

numbers 1, 3, 5, 6 "? It cannot be said that the'former instructions
.

z
.

. 4
"better resemblest#e referent" that the latter. Pictures are usually
. -

/
/

better remembered, on the average, than words. But this would be the case"
i. -

, ,

alsq with pictures of unicorns or demons, although they neither "resemble"
.
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their rgferents, ni5/ has any of'the tested subjects

Last, if a SyM6O1 system "better" communicates some

symbols resemble 'ttre'refereut more closely, then no

individual-differences ought to be found in the.ease

perceiving a.messa.ge: StC111 the research literature is filled uttb studies

that show such differences,(e.g., Dleon, 1970; Cole & Scribngr, 1974;

fa

0 II.

4e)

ever seen such objects.

content because its

large cultural-age- or

or accuracy of

Cronhach &

.
perceptift

<e

Snow, 1977). The presence of such observed differenCesfin the

and.interprefatIon of coded messages clearly suggests that the
,

.. -.1"information to be extracted is not "in",the stimuli, replica?Iiing the same
.

. t: .

kind'of information that is available-in the "ambient optic arrays of an

brdinary environMent" Gibson, 1971).

have beAn found.difference's'
"

Because if it were, no such

Note that undalyhing the notion of "resemblance" lies the conceptlob

of the symbol use as an active encoder or intkpreter. Gardner et al.

(1974, GombriCh (1974) anaGoodmah (1968) spe'ak in effect about the 'relations

between a symbol and one's expectations. ouch depends, even with pictures
\

that seem to "resezkle the4r referents -(lei alone language) on the mental
. . .,

schemata one brings t bear upon the stimulus. Anderson, ReynoldS, Schallert
#

and Goetz (107) peovide evidence to show how one's partidipation in a

sppial interest group affects his/her schemata that:are .used in. interpreting
. _

prose. -The'same is they case with pictorial material (Deregowski, 1964
:-.

Neisser, 106). I

),

As there is noone'way that the world really looks. or is, there ca.n.be

no Ruestion of "resebblifig" it. in a.Dgettee_or."poorer" way. Rather one
.. .

.

.can speak of the correspondence between how an aspect of the world is

.presented and the schemata into wh i'Ch It is to be assimilated. In other

Words, the factor. that makes one- mode

16

of presentation "betternsifian another,
t__
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i..

_ ..

4 -

4$
is the correspondence between, the presented'coded. message, and the rode

in which it could be-stbe internally repredented andprocessed. To anticipate

my arguments, the closer the correspondence between the way, say, a Apatial
6 - -- ;..

. .

.

content is presdhted and the mode in which one,mentally processes spatial -

_ ... .
. -.,...

.

.
, .

informationithe less ment.,11'"translationr and elaboratiOn is needed, 'and the,
6_

"better" the Communication. Let us elaborate on this contention.

----_
.

There are scen t attempts to show that all incaming inforthatiaa, regard-
1

4 I
le) 'of format and symbol system; is processed in a uni-modal fashion (e.g.,

--j------- , t

Pylyshyn, 1973; Palmer,-1997; Rosenberg & imon, 1977). .The proposed model

for information processing is quite parsimonious, as-it. postulates that

.there one mental represe system ("propositions")."which is. well

ior
suited to the kinds of opera tons that are performed upon it" (Norman &.

Bumelhart,.1975): But a Patsimonious model may attribute very non7parsi-
.

t J

monious operations to human beingsi,
._

,..

The empirical evidence seems to weigh however_more heavily in favor of
-.....,_

"".i..." .4
.

a conception of a dual, even multiple representational system (e.g., Kosslym
.

& amerantz, 1977; Metzler & Shepard, 19/4). Ntte±pts.to explain the dif-

ferential

.*

effects of "pictures and whds on- memory in terms of interpal

verbalization (Rohwer101976),,thits postulating a uni-modal system for

internal reftesentation, received less-dapirical sUppOrt.than dual-modality

,

conceptions (Pressley, 1977). The conception of human cognition that emeiges

postulates the existence of a verbal representational system, an "

or "parallel" system, and possibly additional systems as well (KiLitch,--197j)..

The study of human intelligence'(e.g., Snow, 19,78) offers additional support

to this conception, showingthat different types of problens'ire "served" by

different aptitudes. '

1
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Neufopsychological evidence, although not unambiguous, tuppoits he

general contention that different symbolic modes of information inpu are

W hprojessed in different parts of tie ,bran (e.g.; Gardner, 1974).

- maturity, .cross -modal associations in, the brain allows increased

-between incoming modalities. It is nevettheMps the case that tb Left

hemisphere seems to play a tajor part in the processing oflin stic,

discrete symbol systems, while the right hemisphere is ;lore ac '

processing dense figural ones (8azzaniga, 1974; Gardner, 197 .A recent

inations

study by Gardner (unpublished) has shown that people with 1-ft hemisphere

damage read logos as pictures, While others with right he' spheric damage

5

-read them as notational-symbols or word`:

It becomes evident that different kinds of coded ontents are processed

by different systebs, so to speak, of oui cognit a paratus. From here

follows my second proposition ,that different symbol modalities of information

in ut are initiall at least handled b diffeten arts or s stems o

our cognit apparatus,. This would be the case en $ihen two messages,

differently coded, attempt to present the same c ntent. But if the incoming

rocesed by different cognitive.,messages make intial cobtact and are initially
=

'part*, systems or schemata, then it follows th
%

. .

schemata" are brought to bear-on theft. Thes'

mutualfiexLusive, differ in what they ent
. .

t different "anticipatory .

schemata, althOUgh not totally

'(stored information) and in

.what'information pickup-theyldetermine (N isser, 1976):

.

Athount of mental elaboration requir

Ai the evidence I havecited =bove ends to indicate, our internal

systems seem to specialize in h ling different kinds of coded information.

We do not have to postulate any absol -correspondencetbetween thp.diymbo
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systems used in communication and tnose in thinking (but -we

- 17 -

.

will examine this possibility later on). Suffice it to assum 1

and do (1977), that internal representations may vary As widely

as external (communicational) ones, with eatith 1eing efficient for certain

tasks and contents. Metzler and Shepard (1974) point out with reference to

the internal system in which the spatial manipulation takes place, that

;,.

"the crucial re uirement is-that the internal representation
or process correspond to the external object or its
transformation by virtue of a relation that is merely one-to--
one--not a relatiop(of concrete structural reseMblance" (p. 147).

Brooks (1967, 196B) asked. subjects to 'considev set o

intersecting streets-with which you are familiar . . ." Ithen aeries

specific spatial problems was presented to them. The subjects found-1

more difficult to check their answers off a piece of paper than to report

the anwers aloud, indicating that to imagine looking at something makes
a

it difficult to look-dt something else. In othet words, checking answers,

off a piece of paper forced the subActs to deal, with a symbol system which

addressed itself to an interlial'representation already "occupied" with .the

ti

same kind of stimuli. Huttelocher (1973) points out the consistency with
-

which people report converting verbally-presented spatial problems into

Spatial modes of internal representations. All of this seems to suggek

that there can be'differentdcgrees, so tb speak, of correspondence between

. %.5
the incoming mode -of a preseAstien and the mode in which the content, so

coded, is to bi processed and stored. It follows that when there is a poor

match. between the modes of presented and internally represented infotmation

additional "translations," conversions or elaborations are utilized.

There is evideatz-tulhow that the amount (and.the nature) of mental

elaboration has much to do with the correspondence,,or match, between ther.

t
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communicational and internal representatioh. .Bosch (1977) noted thy con-

sistefcy of people's ratings of particular category membership ("robins" -
. -

°Oaf "birds") according to their "typicality."' She argues that there is a

- prototype birdand this is what people have in their minds when they use

t rd "bird." 2h studies of verification times it was thus found that .

1

the ore

verif ed.

closely a word came to its stored prototype, the q4cker it was

In a study by Pressley, and Levin (1977) second= and glith-gradertr

learned a list of paired-associate words which was presented at either a

-

slow or fast rate. They were either instructed tti'generate interactive

images or not instructed to do so. The list entailed either high-imagery-

or low-imagery words. Second gradgrs benefited from the imagery instructigm

when the pace of presentation was slow, 6r--Ader the rapid pace'cohdition--

only with high-imagery pairs. Imagery instructions facilitated learning as

they led the children, to translate the, pairs from one mode to another.

But as this process takes time, such instructions ,could facilitate learning,

'only when enough time was provided. . op

.Research on the comprehension of syntactically different sentences

shoWs a similar pattern: They often peed to be transformed from one structure

into another and-this take time-and mental effort (e.g., Sevin & Perchonock

4
). The amount of mental elaboration required by a sentence depends to

a degree, on the "distance" between the presented surface structure of the

sentence and its. internal representation arrived at (Olson & Filby, 1972).

The comprehension of a text is, however, also aided by the generlAtiii.
..i ,

of Imgery-like mea ngt, and

1

this requires Additional elabbrations. Thus,

/ , .je

ilt4. ....

when children who Learn prose aregivAn ready-made pictures to accompany it,
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their learkaing improves., This is particularly the case with smaller children
,

or those who usuWily learn prose poorly-(e.g.;-Guttman. Levin & Pressley, 19/7).

,*-
If imagery ieindeed required for Prose learning (see also Singer, 1978).

and_ if smaller children have difficulties generating the images, then providing /

them with ready-made ones short-circuits, or circumvents, that process

and thus facilitates lear4ing by saving the learner additional elaborations.

In other words, the structural options available in a symbol system can put

a heavier.or lighter burden on the receiver of an instructional message,

depending on the correspondence b tween the presented and the receiver's

schemata. Writes Kintscl (1977):

"Hovels or movies areasier when the natural order.of
\events is maintained than when they are full of flashbacks
and reversals; but since the latter invite deeper
processing they -.Ire mote interesting to read or watch!"

(p. 315).

In studies on cbmprehension, Piliembaum <1971, 1974) asked subjects /1
- 11

. .
n 'to paraphrasd Sentences,some of-which were perverte"--"Don't print that or

-...--

I won't sue you.'107er 60% of the, subjects 'normalized' the perverse

sentence--"If you print that, I:111 sue you." He concluded that the

principle of sensible discourse.blinds the subjects to perverse information.'

As each symbol system has some underlying:generic characteristics (e.g.,

non=notationality; density) we,may therefore generalize the case by postulating,

our third proposition that other things being equal, different symbol systems4.

addressphemselves to different parts of our cognitive apparatus and require

different amounts of menial elaboration. The hypothesis follows tkat a medium
. .

such as television, whose principal symbol system is pictorial, may address.
.11

ittelfto the vieFer's non-- linguistic mental system. And as much meaning

depends on the viewer's images, the mediur; can be said to short-circuit thc .

21
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I,

process of imagery-generation-and thus be "better (i.e., easier) than, s

print. Little wonder that it-is oftenpreferred over print.

But the amount of mental elaboration to be performed,is not determine

only bS, the nature of the symbol system. Three major classes of Variables

contribute to this: cognitive development, individualdual differences of skill
t

mastery and proceising preferences, and the perceived requirements of the

task to be per ormed. The latter factor deserves some elaboration.

First, t ere are different levels, or "depths" of processing information.

It is quite obvious that one's quick glance at a painting, aimed perhaps only

. at identifying the depicted objeCein'it requires less mental elaboration
A

than, say, studying its style and mode of depiction. SimiTarly, studying a

lift of air associates in a rote manner.iequireiless effort than attempting

to generate sentences or images that interrelate-the members of each pair.

Craik and Lockhart (1,972) have postulated the existence of levels of

processing, suggesting for instance that more elaborate ("deeper")-analyses

lead to berter retention of learned material. The prograsive Ievels extend

4'
fro shallow (concerned with th sical nature of a stliimlus, its surface

appearance) to deep proces

such'level of analysis, or rocessi

analysis). Meaning is given at each

In two related OiudiesIBobraw and

Bower (1969) found that ects directed to_lodk for misspelled words or to

repeat sentences, ap)arently processed the vArbal material -at shallower

levels and were subsequently less able to recall either the words or

sentences, than subjects whose task required processing at thi level of

meaning.

lqntsch (1977) argues that Ofa metaphor pf "depth" of processing may

4.

C

a



be misleading.

verbal) into another

this does not change

less processing of a

task.

Secondly,` there

- 0
i

Indeed, if information is translated from one mode (say

gdal):--Ehe nation of "depth" nay be wrong. But

3

the essence of the argument: There can be more or

coded message-depending on one's perception of the

is no one internal node'into which coned messages_

The kind of internal representation one .ends upneed to be translate'd'.

, _

having is partly related to the kind of task he/she is to perform on it,

tibjects4An. one of my studies were required upon seeing a film; to either

generate alternative h gotheses about its Plot or n otice wily details,
. .

ThehypOtheses generators, translated the filmic messages into internal:

verbal propositions, as could be witnessed by a high correlation with verbal

a

ability. Not so the detail- watchers. Relying on imagery seemed to be En 6r.

more appropriate for Ahem. As also the film was pictorial --they needed to

invest much less men effort.

-

On the basis of problem solving studies, OlsOn and Berner ,(1474) argue.

that "information which "was coded appropriately for- purposes of recall Was,

as a cOntequence, coded inappropriately for purposes of solving a problem"

(p. 127). Hence'the eoiClusion that "knowledge is dependent on or is
.

limited by the ptrposes for which it was acquired" (p. 127).

I can now correct dur previous propositiOn by.suggesting that

relativeto one's cognitive make-up (incluAingitive.growth and Indi-
_

v .
i

,
,

,

,

vidual differences) and to the task.--to he performed--different symt7J1 systems

require diffggent amounts of mental elaboration.

..
.

Why then does one symbol system appear. to be "better" than another

the communication of some content? It should be evident by now that "betterq.
.
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rreansmentally easier. Hence, the reason why the subjects of JOnes (1966)

.

had mote d- ifficulty with
r

the negatively stated.verbal instructions was that
.

it required.more.mentai transformations,from surface to deep strudture. On
' //

the other hand, the comprehension of sentences became easier for the subjects .

.

of Graf and Torrey (1966) because sentence cohstitutents were identified

for them; thus saving them mental effort.

One symbol system communicates "better" than another not because of

the existence ofd any resemblance between the presented and its referent
. 1

(should such a referent-exist-at all). Rather it is because--one symbol,

system, when compared with another, n present the informatidn in better.
.

% - ,.
.

correspondence to--or isomorphism withthe mode of internal representation

which-a person (with a given cognitive make -up and task) can best utilize.
.

Thus, it follows that the closer the resemblance, or isomorphism, the_ easier

' , it is for the learner. -

Pictures, or for that matter any medium, do hot communicate "better" N._

than.,. say, verbal 'descriptions as a general rule.'" Nor do they communicate

better (iihen the. do) because-they are more "similar" or isomorphic to the

rendered contelt; lather, pictures can communicate better to the extent

that the symbolic codes they use come closer to, or are more isomorphic with,

the internal representation which the learner ought-to generate, given his
.

cognitive makeup and the requirements of the task. The same could be true

for words or sentences. To the extent that one needs verbal mediationto

solve a problem, or to depict a picture, a readyzmade verbal presentation -

would'- "save" him/her some mental elaborations and hence will be "better,;

i.e., mentally easier, presentation. The less that petson is capable of
/

producing the needed internal verkalizationthemore would a verbal
A
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presentation facilitate his /h =r performance. Similarly, mathematics-T.
f

, .
relations between variables ar better commnnicat d through graphe than

througOa'erbal sequence, be use .s graph more'CloselY corresppnds to the
---1

.
. - .

.

=internal representation
,

of thase

rorlationshipsI

vhich the learner should

generate.

A number new hypotheses can be derived:from our consideration

the p'sycholog cai and,instructiona differences between symbol systens:.
I

For instance, television's- great,appeal can be'exihained in terms of the
. %

relative ease of processipg that itp,primary'symbol system alldws when one

is.free to define the test-requirements Of home tele;Aewing. As some of

its messages address directly the no linguistic internal systems, thus

saving the ydung viewer cross-modal abOrations, the messages yield

relatively satisfactory information with'littfe effort. The next hypothesis .

4

then coils' be 'that Young viewers wou d tend to show reluctance to deal with

.

the more mentallydemanding,codes the medium (i.e.,freier entertainment

over educational-programs), and television in gene al over, say, reading.

-4
May this not be related to recent declines in SAT scares (see Wiley, 1976)?

A similar hypothesis, based on the rapid pack of TV's scenes has been advanced

hy `Singer'(1978). Similarly,we could hypothesize that the use of a medium

such as television could facilitate learning to the extent that its pictorial_
. - :_. ...

.
.

symbolic components are used to short- circuit critical mental elaborations

which ].earners have difficulties carrying out on their own. ti

The differential utilization of.mental skills

The propositions that different symbol systems render different aspects

of content,,that they may address themselves to different parts of our

. ,

cognitive apparatus, and that--for some 1earners under some task conditions--
.

.
T'
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- possibly require vary ng degrees of mental elaboration, does not exhaust-

- the range of possib e connectiohs between,them and cognition. One maTask

whether two different symbol systems (attempting to convey the samecdhtent

to the same person for identical purpOsei), would require the same sets' of

mental skills for'the extraction and 'proCessing of the information. In .

light of what 'we have argued this far, the answer appears to be simple

.enough. As 4ifferently coded information is dealt with. by different parts

of ouf itive apparatus, and is elaborated upon in different ways until

it is translated into the person's preferred modes, also diff ant mental

operations, or.skillq, are-utilized.

Such an.apptoach is taken by Perkins and Leondar (1977) who state that

"symbol systems are neither better no worse but are simply different as

the degree of notationality varies and as they differ in style of infor-
J

mation processing they require of the.maker or reader" (p, 9). Also,

Eisner (1978)Olson- (1974b), and Gross (1974) make a similar claim.

Net, one could raise the ques.tion whether the'utilization of mental

skills is thelated to the symbolic, struttural attributes of a presentation,-

or to its specific semantic nature. Do` two different stories then verbally ,

told 'require-bore similar mental skills than one of the two when compared

with a visual rendering of, the same content? .

04ersimplifYing,a bit an intriguing dispute in cognition and in

.
.

psycholinguistics, we may say that the answer depends on one's theoretical
. . . .

leanings. It follows frttm the information-processing, uni -modal approach to

cognition (e.g., Pylyshyn, 1973; Norman & Eumelhart, 1974; Sternberg, 1977)
.

.-

that as symbol- systems. ,do not really gay a differential, central role in
.

.
.

processing'and storage, that only the specific semantic meanings of messages

"*.
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are to'be considered. Hence, whatever is decoded, translated and analy,e4e _

is then turned-inte_propositions that map upon a semantic network which . .

,gives it meaning. A somewhat different answer follows from the

system (e.g.,- Pavio, 1971) and multiple-system i(e.g., Kintsch, 1977)

approaches to cognition. As informationcan be processed and stored in

more ti14,a one dray, its, surface nature, Including its symbolit'quaities, I

should play an important role in de,t9Aining how it is to be processed.

'

A parallel dispute can be found in psycholinguistics. Away from

Chomski!S theory of-generational grammar, which strongly,ewhasizes syntax,

0,
there is presently a growing -interest- in the semantitmature of sentences.

This shift deemphaeftes tha'structural; syntactic nature of sentences as,

carriers ormeaning. The argument reasons that -s_ince, the 'listener's

goal is to determine how each sentence was meant to be Utilized, she/he

'Focuses on content words and theimeaning, (e.g., Fodor, 1975; Schank,'

1972; Winograd, 1972).

''.144As is ofttn the Case with such disputes, the answer may entail'

elements from both sides. Our case seems to parallel the Contemp9ry

integration of two traditional rivals - -behaviorism ana,cognitivism--into

Joao'

one working modelIutilized in psychotherapy (Mahoney, 1977). In the present
.

y
f

case this would mean thai,both syntactical as well,as semantic information

,play important rqles in comprehension. .

.

Clark & 'Clark (1077) propose strategies of inferring meaning

from languages seven of which are syntactic and seven semantic. They

pOsvlate that listeners relY on flexible combinations of these strategies.
.

'-..,

is.trder to comprehend a sentence. Thus, they clLm, every sentence has two

0 I i

levels of structure--its surface structur4i(roughly equivalent to the
A

0

7 \

4

-
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sybtactical nature ofelanguage) and an underlying representation of

.

ineanings,(interrelated propositions). Apparently one has to deal with

both, in speaking and'in listening.
,FY . s 4 c A

Bever (1970) haA argued that since comprehension is goal-directed,
..1.0001110i5'

the listener (we might add--also the perceiver of other symbol systems)

uses specific strategies'ta get to meaang. But the listener, according

-63 Bever, performs syntactic analyses only when necessary for comprehension.

Kintsch-(1977) makes a similar point, extending the'argument to novels and

.films, andiGotbach (1974) does the same with reference:to pictures.

It seems then, that the question is-not whether only syntax or only

semantics playorole., tether, it is a question orwben, why and under.
' . .

U

- what Condition's does the syntactic, symbolic nature of a system play a .

.significant role in comprehension. -There is 14ttle doubt that itdoes

play a role under some.(internaipana external) conditions and for some purposes.

This is exemplified in a. study by Strohner and Nelson (1974). Children were

asked to interpret four sentences:

The cat chased the mouse
4 The mouse was chased by the cat.

-The mouse chased the cat.
The cat was chased by the mouse.

interpAted all four aeutendes in the same

The authors ._Ontluded that these chi..1drea

gle...e sense and ignored syntaCtic inforneon.

Two and thre-Year old children

why--the cat chased the mouse.

were deiiig semantic information

By age four- and five-yci.rs the children interpreted all four sentences

.

correctly, apparently able to consider syntactic info:or-Matron as well as

'semantic.

A coded megsage biases the information relative to the way one would

mast conveniently represent that information internally. Thus, the larger

. 23,
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'the bias--t} if more do we need to "transform"
the code from its external code

to an internal,_mpre convenient one. When-there, is good correspondence

between the two, as,05Served.by Olson and Filby (1972); the syntactic or

symboliC structure of a messag can be more or less ignored. But %them

the deviatibd of external from internal code is large, the code (or syntax,

if you will) needs to be transformed in the service of information extraction. '

Sipce'symbolic codes differ as to .the ways they .deviate from intainal

representations, they require different amounts an4, different lands of

metal elaboration.- That is, different mental skip -la need to be employed.

This conclusion is in agreement with Olson and Bruner's argument (19A)
that while means of instructionconverge

as to the knowledge they convey,

they differ with respedc to the,skills they require.

'Let me narrow the discussion down to two.hypntheses. First, other

things being equ'l, different codes rtquiie different skills in the service

of knowledge acquisition. Secbnd,'the acquisititin of knowledge frnm a coded
,- _

-message will.dependon the mastery of code-specific skills to the extent that-

the code deviates from, one's way of internally representing the information

for the given task.

An experiment: *Cohen and I carried out a study to test these theses

(Salomon & Cohen, 1977). We decided to take.a conservative rou e thus

not, to compare symbol 'systems or media, but ratherL-coding elements vdthin

one symbol system, that of television; We had one.felevision.film shot in

five versions. Bea version strongly emphasixgd another code: close-ups

and long shots, 7otoins andout, logical gips, fragmented space, and a

'neutral" version which was as straightfo7'ard and common as.possible. the

-cOntent, actors, scenery etc. were idetical in all versiods.' Israeli-fifth-.
4

/
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graders,44 inbeach,group, were our subjects- They were all Pdieteeted on a

-,-battery of mental. skill tests.whose'validIty and reliability was examined

independently, After viewing_the film iii either version, 4oe postteSted

. . .

the childien'on two knowledge acquisition tests pertaining to either the

dep'ils or.11ieoverell plot-line of the filM.

*The reptiles confirmed our hypotheses. Firsto,knowledge acquisition

depended. on -Previous skill mastery, but ,the nature of-the contributing skills

differed from version to version, along expected lines. Thus, for instance,

the skill of relating parts to wholes, correlated 47,with knowledge

acqUisition-in'tte close -up -long -shot version, but, no more than .22 to

in the other versions.
A

acquisitionin the logi

versions, Thus,
'

arty, visual memory correlated .41 with knowledge

-gaps version, but heti:leen .18 and -.15 in,the other

ed evident that even within one symbol system, with

content held constaUt,"different coding elements require different skills
. .

-in the service of knowledge acquisition.

Second,* there were two findiUgs that qUalify this conclusion in accordance

with our second hypotheges. Knowledge' acquisition from our "neutral" version

.

did not aepend pn the mastery of any one of the measured'skills. 'Indeed;

.

we assumed that verSitook to be common enough to code the information in bays

that more or less edrresponded to our subjects' internal representations.
: 4

- This, as we dound,.,seemed to be -the ca.-_40.

Even moreinterestina is the comparison between the close-w.and the zoom
....

. :
-

. > .

f .. .

version. The two versions were absolutely identical but foi one thing:

the close-up version left a gap >etween each long-shot and a close-up, thus

. .

it was likely tb activate the skill of relating parts to wholes, while in the

other version this gap was bridged for the subjects through the zoom operation.

A
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Indeed, thit pertinent skill,correla4d .67 with knowledge acquisition in

the former versifon, but only ,27 (n./s.) 4.n'the latter.

-Thus we find that a code can execute for 'ad- learner the very same
. .

Mental operation another code calls upon. The former, we might say, overtly ,

supplants an operation (iri our caserelates partsto- wholes for tbe,viewer)

r, '

and hence makes mastery of the related skill quite unnecessary. Relati4e to

a code that activates skill (i e.
'

calls upon it to transform the 'Code),

the supplanting code does that for the'leaner. By doing so, it seems eo
7

compensate for the poor mastery of the skill, as experienced by some learners.

Moreover, to the extent that the code overtly supplants (or srmtlates) the

necessary skill, it makes external and internal representations correspond

to each other quite well,
A

Some'eitensionS':. If codes within a symbol system, when sufficiently

emphasized, call upon different mental skills, It would be reasonable to

expect differ t symbol systems which are utilized by the media, to dif-

fereniiate.am1g canst quired skills ,nven more. Sane of the

ATI studies ( g., Virad,:Snow & McDonald, 1971; Marantz & Dowla65%z
.

1 , I

.. bear this out. Thus, our findings tend to agree;with Olsonis claim C1974b)
-.V.

V i
. that "in mediated experience, or instruction, the content of the medibm relates

,K ,
.

to the khawledg acquired while . . . the cede in which the message.is.repre-

sented is relit d to.the skills . . . that are called' upon" (Olson, 1974b,
. .

p. 21).

But nate.,t

compared with,

unreasonable to

likely, the si

lima) will be

while the same general-rule May apply whether music is
.

ay, poetry or a zoom-in with a close -up in im, iewould be

r
claim that skills of the same magnitude are involved: More

af the symbol unlit involved (e.g., cartography vs. contour

elated to the generality of-aeiskills called upon. As

31
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I

larger symbol units area 'volved, mote general abilities, or skills are called
a

fot and when smal ts are involired, more speCifiC skills are employed.

This, diet), impl es twf hierarchies --one for Symbol sysfems,.ranging from

whole systems to spec is codes, and one for abilities, ranging from general

'ability (Say, to ghlyspecific aptitudes. These tw lerarchies can be

ed to nallel eh other, although we would hesitate to postulate a

perfect tch betwe the two..

Crystillized.a ility (Gd) may be relevant to most acts of schooling

in our culture, as =t reflects skillful use of past experience in that

situation (Snow, 1978, in prep.). But spatial skills may be relevant only

1

when mental retatirs or other such transformations are needed (Cronbach.fir

Snow, 1977). Sind arty, the cluster of skills identified as "filr literacy"_

(Worth, 1968) May needed when the filmic'symhol system is involved to

enable learning from films (Snow, 1963), but one's skill in spatial recon-

struction is relevant only when space is fragmented in films, as our experiment
4

shows.

Snow (1978) offers an organizational scheme of abilities and aptitudes,

based on recenp analyses of-large quantities of data. According to Snow,*

human abilities can be arranged from central (e.g., Letter Series) to peri-

pheral (*e.g., Film Hemory) in a Radex-like fashion. The continuum from peri-
.

7.

pheral to central regions of abilities implies,, among other thing's, the process-
-

ing of increasingly mare complex information, and a parallel increase in depth
.

of cognitive processing.' Most importa tly, t'he proposed continuum is.

paralleled by environmental requirements. 'Drawing.upon Feldman's proposed

. continuum (1978).ot achievement 6mains that ranges from the universal (e.g.,
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conservation) through the cultural (e.g.s reading),: po the unique (e.g.,
. .

painting%
0 Snaw-proposes a similar continuum of environments. These range from

7
'

the universal through the cultural and disciplinary, to the.personal, according

to the abilities and skills that they require, and (as we shall see beat)

also cultivate.
\

This, then, results in a two dimensional model'in which the interaction

between environments and mental competencies interact. Note, that a diagonal

band is implied by this scheme starting withthe interaction of universal,

environments with universal achievement on one side and gradually, moving

to the other corner where highly specific environmental el eats interact with

ITetific mental skills. Thus, for example, schooling, as Sctibner & Cole

(1973) show, uses 'a wide range of intellectual_ tools covering a variety of

tasks and contents. But the specific method of discovery,learning, when,

used in schools, taps more specific abilities or .competencies that are

applicable to a narrower range of -Enimmts'(Egan & Gr"e'endc 1972).

and thethe synbol systems they make use of, seem to belong to the

cultural region of this scheme, while specific coding elements within symbol

systens would be placed somewhat closer to the other, more specific end.

Thus, it follows that while all (say)_ television shaWs tap some relatively

general. skills, partly shared also by other dense symbol systems, the commer-

cial interruption taps more specific Malls, and the zoom calls for even

specific ones. The reason,,as we have suggested earlier is that a coding

eldnent --Ohether iconicity in general or a specific style in art -- requires

skill:to transform it frOm surface co deep internal sturicture. The "size" or

-magnitude of generality of the skill involved will thus depend to an extent

on the size, of the coding_unit.

J
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'The Cultivation of skills

The proposition that different symbolsystemg of media call for different

mental skills leads tostill another implication: 'skills which aee called

upon and successfully utilized may also be cultivated.

Writes Bruner (1964):

"Where representation of the environment is concerned it
. . . depends upon techniques that are learned--and these
are precisely She techniques that serve to amplify our
motor acts, our perceptipn, dad our ratiocinative acti-
vities" (p. 2; italics added).

It could be postulated on the basis of cross cultural,, instructional,

1

and cognitive research, that as skills are called upon by symbol systems

they can also become cultivated. Furthermore, to the extent that a symbol

system calls for a more general skill, one that is higher up od the skill'

hierarchy dismissed earlier, it may cultivate a more widely transferable skill.

On the other hand, a highly specific code will aciivate and cultivate a less

transferable skill, thus contributing only to "media literacy."

For example, the newly introduced social orders in Central Asia studied

by Luria (1974)' in the 20's affect skills higher up the hierarchy-thalthose

affected by schooling,as studied4by Scribner and Cole (1973). Schooling in

-_turn 'affects more general skills than the orles deviloped by the use of the

abacus (Hatallo et al, 1977), which are more general than those affected by

specific Tv codes studied by us.4Note; however, that the same principle governs

all of-these, thus -- to paraphrase Brunbr functiorf'may cultivate organ.

t
'However, there may be afar moreiinteresting say through which media

' affect congition-; Eisner (1978), 0 (1977b), and numerous others' speak of

the use of syibole systems as tools thought, analogous perhaps to our use

'of _language in thought. Such a possibility is quite reasonable if we assume

as Brown (1965), Bruner (1966), Olson (1977), Shepard et all (1975), Kinteh

(1977) and others do, that there is some isomorphisrt between communicational



and inOrnal codes. Here is a personal account given by a Stanford graduate:

"I am faacinated by how my daydreaming is influenced by movies.
Processes and techniques of presenting events by this Hollywood

.-symbol system are pewerfully poPlanted Nithin my cognitive Oystem.''
f I have observed 3rd person naration, piashbackg, zooms; slaw
notion emphasis of action, audience viewing, "time tripping,"
ertakes, "voice ofsconscience,".multi-personaltty dialogue,..

background music, and nanY other movie nenas of expression in,
my head.; I fear that there is very little original style td,A.4-
my dayd4amiag. It Is all influenced by celluloid . ." There
are ,exenes where I am climbing -steps to address a large -audience

and television shots in slow motion synbOlize the slow and haid
oad to this point in sky career. There are zoom-ins to signifi-
cant others and flashbacks to significant moments. . ."

>
Theyhole idea may bound to you as' coxing straight out of Mhorf.. This. 3

possibility is examined somewhere else (Solomon, 1979, in prep.). and is partly

rejected. I .t*Dik that the possibility Of using media's codes in thinking is

more akin to Schlesinger's account of the interplay between cognitive develop-

rent and linguistic input (Schlesinger, 1977). according to which:

"After he has constructed a map of the world through his extra-
linguistic experiences the child uti*es linguistic input to
draw in the borders betvieep adjoining categories. Now we
suggest that linguistic input may also be responsible for com-_
strutting certain parts of the map itslef" (p. ).

The same, claims Schlesinger, applies to the interpretation of the world

by the developing child. .

But note that the language that figures in thought (if this is to be our

best example) .comes from the outside world of communication. How then is it

transformed from a communicational sysbol system into an internal one? I think

that Vygotzky's (1962) andlfteir Luria's (1974)' accounts of internalized speech

can, serve us well. Still, the promising analogy between language and other

'symbol systems may badly mislead us. For language is acquired and possibly
, - * 7 .

..._.trialized through activCinteractions with,,a language community. But few,

golmliMa

if any children at all, interact with others through the symbol systems of
. , . 4

non- linguistic media. Does this medh that coding elements from the media can-

flot'beinternalized and used as cools of thought?

.

et,



- Let us note that a child apparently does not internalize speech but rather

language.
3

It is not necessarily the activity that counts, (although it strongly

facilitates the internalization of language). No wonder., therefore, that even

deaf children learnito use kanguage in their thinking (Furth, ). Thus, if

it is language, the symbol system, that ultimately serves cognitive functions,

then 'Wily not other syMbol systems as well?

40 6servational learning appears to be a possible mechanism through'which

communicational+coding elements canbecome internalized. This possibility 'has
, .

been suggested in studies of linguistic observational learning (e.g..Bloom,

Hood and Lighbower, 1974); Brown, 1976). This then could answer our question.

Not quite. Lest We oversimplify our case -by arguing that all the symb'ol

systems weencounter through the media can be internalized, we have to at least

show why a code would be learned at all: For a coding element to be used in

thought d 'to accomplish a useful.'functiot far the learner.

One function is to call upon a mental transformational skill in the service,

of information extraction. However, this assumes the learner to have already

some mastery of it.- You cannot exercise a skill that isti1 t there. Willie

,

tivation-by-activation may benefit leainers of initial fair mastery of the

relevant skill, it cannot, serve the one with initial poor mastery. Moreover,

this function (skill activation),'helpfUl as it might be, has little to do

with the internalization of a code.

Given the assumed possible isomorphism between external and internal codes,

I would argue, as I did earlier, that a code cat; supplat a mental operation;

. i.e., execute overtly an activity that the learner ought to carry out inter-

nally. Indeed, to the extent that a code. can -overtly siMulate an operation

that the learner sh,ould have -- but could not -- generate on his/her own; it
. -

.
.

, .
, __

, .

3 For a discussion of this point see Olson (1970) chapter 10, Olson (1973)
and Olson & Bruner (1974). ,

.

.. ,

36
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S

could be,learned by observation:*d itternalized to be used ag a schematised

tool of thought. Thus, it would lead one to bacor6 capable of `dissecting 4

446.

nature or creating artifacts in terms of whatever symbol systems one considers

relevant, useful or'inieresting" (Olson, 1977b, p. 9).

N

But only transformatibnai codes, (e.g., zoom/ rotations, etc.,). that ale

isomorphous to transformational thOught:(Berlyne, 1965) could supplant a mental

operationvand this -- only when the cognitive goundwork,pas been parpared and

there's a need'for such an operation. What 'about stationary codes (e.g.,

spatial arrangemlts, Category rebels, perspective, stiles in paintings)?

Here, as I had argued earlier; a code can short-circuit a process.by providing

readv-made-its'resultant stationary representation. Thus, for instance, a

"family tree" is the result ol some orginizationgl operations, and a graph --

the result of interrelating operations. But such a coding element-does not

-
carry the operations out.

. -

I would submit that while a stationary' code can be learned, to be used

as a mental tool it requires the previous mastery of the skills that could

generate it internally. One could not learn to think in terms bf, say, the

spatial representations of maps unless'he/she has mastered certain spatial,

operations that lead to that representation. This,'I think, is the reason

why Sinclair -de -Swart (1967) failed to enhance children's conservation by

providing them with ready-made verbarinciplesibut did succeed to enhance

ir
the developmentally earlier behavior of seriation. Similarly, the Kendlers

could train children to use specific category labels to enhance non-reversal

shifts,'only when prerequisit skills were already mastered.
ti

I have identified here three possible fuAg,tiohs of symbolic codes that

could facilitate their acquisition for. mental use. code can activate a

skill, it can short-circuit it, or it can overtly supplant it,' Activation

of skills can cultivate their mastery0-but it requires the prior existence

3
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_of%some reasonable mastery of the skill. Otherwise there would /be nothing ,

, -

tO cultivate. Thus, a skill-activating code could benefit only learners of

relatively moderate mastery of the relevant skill. Short-circuiting, as I

have argued, while saving mental effort, cannot teally cultivate'ihe mastery

a'a skill, as it assumgs the prior mastery of it. Finally, overt simulation

can alloW a learner to internalize the code itself, provided it supplants a

needed ,operation which the leainer does not yet master. It would benefit

Inaifily those with initial poor mastery of die

There.are two points to be noted here. First the hypotheses advanced

above are skeleton hypotheses. They do not enumer to the codeskthat function

in one way or another, as a code's function depen ver' much on the learner's

cognitive make-up and the demand characteristics encounters. I could argue

that some symbol systems (e.g., in film) have the potential of supplanting.-..

specific -- usually figurative -- mental skills and therefore can be made to

have skill-cultivating effects. Aut I cannot attribute a fixed psychological

function to each-code and assume tbat it accoMplishes it'for all learners

under all conditions.

Secondly, we should note the relationship between the hypothet-i-FAsingle

code with which we have, dealt with here, symbol systems, and media. Coding

elements cabe of varying sizes: the,zoom-in, the flashback, the, editing

style or the nournotaiNional character of'film7S in general.. Some coding elements

. =
.

are minute, while others are much larger units that entail some of ,thetm?st:,

pervasive characters of a symbol system (e.g., notationality of musical scores).

Yet, the hypothetical function which we have attributed .to coding elementsare

independent of their sizes. To paraphrase Singer's hypotheses (1978) we could

argue that the_non-notational,'denpe, nature of television's pictoriality

short - circuits the processes of generating images. The medium's symbol-system

OrOvides the images ready-made and may therefore make young :viewers ependent

2.

t,
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on them, without, at the same time, developing their imagery ability. Nate

that the same logic applies equally tp small as well as large-coding elements.

Empirical Evidence_
or -

.

-

Shortage of time and spice prohibits me from describing in any detail the--- 4
a _

:,, '"'

series of stpdieb whiCh were carried out to test these, and additional hypotheses.
1:

terested readers could find them'described in Salomon (1974, 1974c, 1976, 1977,

and 1979, in prep.), and in Salomon & Cohen (19781.

t
In oneteries of experiments we wanted to see whether. coding elements of.

film or TV can be made to have skill-cultivatrKg effects. 'This was not an

attempt to show that that's the.way Codes affect us "naturally." Rather, we

whether such effects are possible at all. In that-saies we studied the

cultivation of such skills as cue-attendance,'spatial transformations, field ;

.

dependency, and changing pointb of view. Ravet (1974) continued this line of

work studying Shepard's spatial rotations.

The results,.by and large, were cons tent. Both skill activating and

skill supplanting codes led to significant improvements of the Stbdied mental

skills when compared to either short-circuiting codes or to controls. As

expected, Ss with initially fair mastery of-the ielevant skills benefited from

codes that activated them. Supplanting skills for them caused interference.

On the other hand, Ss'with poor initial mastery.benefited from supplanting

co es but not from the activating ones.

Interestingly, enouth71

the observational learning

Thus, verbally inclined Ss

t became evident that.filmic supplantation, and

it compete with internal verbal processes.

geemed'tO' rely even more heavily on their verbal

skills in the face of non-lintnistic supPlantation. On the other hand; -less .

verbally inclined Ss learned best from supplantation, which seemed to compen-

sate them for their poor verbal ability.

These atidiea, although of short duration, have shown that coding elements

319
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of a symbol system can be made to cultivate the mastery of mental skills by

either activating or by supplanting them. 4
.

It is, of course, an unresolved. issue whether skills were indeed culti-

- Of A. _.-

,, iated.- In light Of Cole's comments on Luria's findings (Cole in his forward
_ .

to Luria, 1974),-itip possible to interpret our findings as showini changes
_ t

in the application of previously available skills to new problemS..encountered

in the experiffiental settings. Such an interpr4tation woudl suggest that nothing

new 'has been added to'the Ss' Cougnitive apparftus. But then; the cultivation
,

of a mental ability -- expressed-in its new applications -- may be exactly y

that. Wrote Luria (1974):
ovat,

"The entire complex process, Which-is closely related to the '

incorieration of language into the _child's mental: life, results
in-a dicaI reorganization of the thinking. ." 6.11).

If the coding elementS of media's symbol systems serve "only" such functions,

then the use of media as mihre transmission systems would look uninteresting, and

.

their study as missing the central issue.

In a second series ofstudies we tried to see Whether the coding elements

of,television affect mental Skills also under "natural" conditions. -The'

first study took -place when Sesame Street, with its radically novel codes, iJas
4k

,*

shown to (then) television-naive Israeli children. A large scale pre and post

test design, with a number of intermediate measures of exposure to the program
-..-- /./

was used. Two controlled experime4s, accompanied the field study. Altogether
J
about 500 children.tn4 part in the study. Generally, our hypotheses pertaining

-

5
to-the prograMs effects on skills, were uphelA. EXposure to the program .

.
. .

;',

(remember its novelty ofcodes and formats as compared to what appeared to_the
_

Israeli kids as common contents)' ed to improved mastery of specific skills

-
which were either called upon or supplanted by the novel' codes. As iiithe

4
For more specific details of the studies see Salomon .(1974c) and ROveaq1974).

5 '

Fbr more specific details see Salcgaon, (1974b) and Salomoq (1976)
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.-i

\,,
frf4404.,,,>41.

previous experimqpts,'significant All's, as well as interactions with SES,C
,,--- .....

.;-cilli..
- , r.emerged"`, _. ....

: f
. r

0 . :
., 14.- r..

trre:wre alsd important age differences.
:4.

Preschoolers were less affec- -1

. .

ted by 'the codes than secdnd and third graders. In agreement with Gardner's-
.

1; s
findings (1972) pertaining to style sensativity in-children, Mchildren were I.; /

/

7, . .. 3:
: I
1

t
I
fit appears, felt,little discregancy between the level of. information processing /

. a .. /*' -:' I
they aimed at and their inability to transform most of the,rather demanding /

/. . .,- P't-- , .t:
f ,',codes. Thus,_they extractedeu4nly that knowledge (usually in bits and pieces)/ /

i, / :
/..f

that did not require transforming new codes into internal reprdsentations. it

School children were much more affected. In additi4 the more they were..
, _

/. -, _. i
exposed -to the program, the stronger became the correlations between relevant

mueh more subject-matter oriented than our grade school children. The former,

skill mastery and knowledge acquisition. But there were also, undesirable
, I

Olt
results: Ss who were, experimentally assigned-mwatch a heavy diet of the

program showed a diastic_dscrease in their wilingness to stick to a non-DeWar-

ding task: Apparently, not only abilities, but preferences as well, can be
. s

.,

1

affected by a medium's Symbol system..

In our laq.studylk.compared American and Israeli children.

It

We reasoned
..

1 , _,.. P

thatas Americans are the heaviest know TV viewer's they should have;Other
.
A' . s--

th
!-

inga beineequal, a significantly better mastery of (only) the TV-related #
.. .. , ..

.

. skills than Israell children. We a/si reasoned that in both groups accumulated

expoturg to TV shoUld correlate with the mastery pf these skills. The results,

by and.large, supported our hypotheses but in unexpected ways.
,

- .

' De in g 'exp osure" as_ one's attempts'to cope with coded messages and
1.

extraet'at least the simplest kinds ofinformation; we develope. a meAsure

6
This change, whici We attributed to the progna's overall mosaic-like struc-

ture is in agreement with a similar.finding by Singer, Tower,' Singer 6 Biggs
(1977). ,

=_.

. !
41 4.

Z.:!.

0.



of "literate,vieWing."
._,

channel capaaity takes

regardless of amount

More importantly

one set at home, and

40

To out amazement we found that.something akin to

place, which limits amount of processed TV messages,

of viewing time.

, we found the Isr;elis 4th,one channel to watch,

-
no color TV -- to be heavier viewers than their `Americauf

counterparts. Apparently, different social settings-define television watching
-

,,
differently, thul\encouraging children to %invest more (or less) mental effort.--.1 6

, ' a

iecoping with the messages. ConSequenity, it was'the Israeli sample whose

studied mental skills were more affected he medium and cbrrelated higher

with amount of exposure. When children try VI cope with the-codes of a-mes-
. ,. .. .

.

sage to get at more information, their mental skills can In affected more

profoundly.
7

.

Tying It All Together

I did a great j.njustice to'ihe.fieId and to my _own research by trying to

summarize it all in one paper. I can easily imagine the harassed reader being .

.bombarded by sketchy arguments and hurried through the much, too brief discrip-:

tions of empirical ies. Let me then'try to put all this together
(

in a

relatively concise form.

I-have started

has, by and latge, runout of

riding finding was that media

on learning. Thgtresearch w mainly exploratory, and it served A purpose:

It-taught us to avoid the a- heareticil and muChtoo general questions. .A,.;

out)61th the bold/Claim that media research in education

/

steam. And perhaps for good 'reason as the over-

r .ae have no consistent. differential effects .

turning point has come and, e can move from exploration to more focused search.
-

But focus, I claimed, the most generic class of media attributes, that

which not only differentiates among them but also touches theoretical grounds

For a more detaileA d
1977 and'1979 (in pre

4

cription of this complex study, please

42.

set Salomon'
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with learning.- This class of attributes is media's modes of packaging and

pregentintinformativ their "languages,'" or symbol systems. These,

think, relate to cognition and to learning more than any other generic attri-
.

bute of media. Moreover, by dealing with mediata symbol systems we can touch

base with tfieStudy_of the ails, and ptychOlinguistics.

In what-idays, I asked, can media's symbol systemS be relatedto those
,

cognitive functions that may interest us as educators? First, they address

themselves to different aspects of the content conveyed through them. Second-

s1374 they are pr'cessed by different tormitive systems-or spparati, hence -r

given a'particular learner and a particular task -- some rewire more mental

effort inrocessing than others.

Third, symbol systems vary-as to the inentS1 skillS they require. ,These

mental skills are needed to transform comthunicationally coded messages into

internal representations. There are different degrees of correspondence

,between external and internal codes, depending on the person and the task

to be perforthed. Different amounts of tiansformationsl,activitY and quell.-

.

.tativeIy
.

different kind's of skills are required, by symbol systems. This, I
, -- , _

-..
$

suggested', is the case Tegardless of, the "size" of coding elements? be it,
f.

say the alledged linearity of pript or a passive sentence. .In faCt,iPthere
. ,

may be two hierarchies - one of coding eleMejil's ranging from whole symbol..
__,., , . -.,

systems to specific codes, ,nd a second, parallel hierarchy:, of mental
. \

_
. ,

abilities, ranging from gen ral to specific.
_ \

Ihave not mentioned here, although the issue begs itself, the topic

of meaning. Do symbol systems vary only as to the mental skills they require,
_.---." ..: _---

but-converge as to the knowledge they specify, as-claimed by Olson and Brunei
. ,

(l974)? My guess is that this can .indeed be the-aTe, provided the coded
''`

messages carry knowledge that can be mapped onto a large knowledge base.'

.r.
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ceseed and transformed by the different cognitive systems: KnOwledge we

- 42 -

!
We can assume that the large body of_stored knowledge has reachedthe

person through different symbol. systems and has been elaborated upon, pro-
-

7

doenot necessarily stay in the_system in which it was initially

processed,. nor does it stay unenected to oth er, related knowledge. This

suggests that as we have a wider knowledge base pertaining to some entity,

the less Modality (or symbolically) specific i is likely to be. To use

then Piagetian concepts, as the information can Ire easily assimilated

into one's schemata-without*requiring its accomodation, the less would it
.

matter how-it is symbolically "dressed."

But what when the incwing coded informAtion entails very novel informa-

tion relative to 464.s schemata? Generally, it requires greater changes in

one's schemata, and ire mental_elaboration (Greeno, 1977), much like the

-message carried by a bol system that does not correspond well to'one'S

representational sysfEm.

-4
Thus, as moreZelabbr4ian

4 It
specific skills are irwolved,

needs to take place, and as symbol-system-

also different meanings ought to be construed

on the way.' We.cin formalize this point by. roposing that the extent to,which

4 \-

differe; symbol

is a funciipn of

may not matter mdch ttirou.syMbol system I acquire information about,

systems yield different meangidgs, other things being equal,

the novel the conveyed information. It follows that it

say, a new experimental design, but it matters allot Whetter I learn -about
lk .

,

space flights from a p icture-film or a lecture.
. ,

. .
. . . .

Finally; I suggested that media's symbol systems can .cultivate_ mental

, .

I , i
:

skills;' perhaps like language that is internaliiable and used as a todl, of
. .

',thought: Language acquisition heavij.y depends on human uteractian. Wtiat

1
. .

about the symbol systems of media?...Thase, I argued, could be aoquired

.

through 9bservationaleIearning.
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Three functions were attributed to codes to qualify them as skill-culti-..

vators: Activating skills, short-circuiting skills and supplanting skills.
- , -

Only the former and the fatten could be expected tip cultivate skill in strong

f

interaction with individual differences. The expetiments, field-, and ss-

culturarstudies that I.have mentioned, generally supported these expectati

What does all this imply? First, thg research findings lend credZce, to

the overall claim that media ought to be looked at through the keyhole of

their symbol systems. Secondly, both the rationale and the findings suggest

that there ls,to media more than meets the eye. For if media's symbol systems

can indeed affect, or bermdeto affect, the mastery of mental skills, thin

using and*studying media as convenient postal services misses perhaps their

gieatest, potentials and dangers.

What, forinstance-,-about the possibility that television cultivates mental

skills which are at odds with those required by the print oriented school?

We know hardly anything about'the former skills. Could they develop at the

expense of school related skills? In addition, if television's symbol syStems

save, so to speak, mental effort by allowing pleasurable extraction o infor-

mation with little mentaf elaboration, what preferences are cultivated by the .

medium**?

There are positive aspects.to all this as well, some of which have been

suggested by Gardn r (1977),*Olson (1977b) and Eisner (1978). But we are only

now ])eginning"'to st y them.


